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Attributes of god a w tozer pdf
A journey in the heart of the Father one of many of the compilations published by A.W. Tozer speech, The Attributes of God, Vol. 1 is a calm, pastor treated not only on God's attributes, but also why they are also important. I chose to work my own way through this book while also teaching a course about systematic theology, especially
during sections titled Proper Theology, where we discuss what can be strongly described as God in general and then more specifically God the Father. Perhaps the most appealing aspect of Tozer's book (and theology) is the constant mantra regarding the attributes of this book, which goes something like this: An attribute is something
God is, not something God has. (86) This is a description of how Tozer approaches each of the attributes covered in this book , and it's an amazing way of looking at them! God does not behave in righteousness because some laws outside of The Lord will dictate the righteousness which he must follow: God behaves righteousness
because God is righteousness, even as God is love. When we approach this God or theology with this kind of thinking, we can't doubt his actions (considering the passage of the pooh-pooh-poohed passage of the O.T). Instead, we understand why we should worship Him for his thoughts and mighty ways so high than our own. While there
were many insights in this book that I have already saved in my Quotes file, my favorite section of the whole book are the people in which it describes God's iniquality. I don't know if these insights hit me so hard because God's presence happened to be a subject of discussion in my class, or (most likely) because I sometimes feel a
spiritual remote from him. Whatever the case, the teachings from Tozer have gone and effective in my life, and so I would like to share them below. [If these quotations are too long for copyright policies, please let me know. I'll edit them down.] God is above, but it doesn't push up. He's at bottom, but he hasn't pressed downstairs. It's
outside, but it's not excluded. It's inside, but it's not tentative. God is taller than all things presiding, under all sustained, outside everything is embraced and inside everything is filled. That is God's anticipation. (Tozer, Type God Volume 1, 21) Why then is this serious problem among real Christians — the feelings of god away or that we are
far from God? It's hard to rejoice if you're suffering from this sense of remote. I believe most Christians do suffer from a sense of divine remoteness. They know God is with them and they will make sure they're children of God. They can take you to the New Testaments that mark them and prove you seriously and seriously that they are
justified and religiously, that they are part of God, that heaven will be home and so are the defenders above. They had the theology; they know all these things in themselves, but they are suffering from a sense of remote. To know something of yourself is something; to feel it in our hearts is another. And I think the most Christians are
trying to be happy without having a sense of presence there. (Tozer, Attributes of God Volume 1, 121) Why then do we feel it in the distance? It's the discussion of our nature; it's in the wickedness. We have enough conscience that God can communicate with us and call us His children and we can say: Abba, Father. But in the practice of
working out of it, we feel our disability, and that's why God seems remote. What I'm trying to get through is simply this: Near God is not something geographic or something astronomical. It's not a spatial thing. It is spiritual, it has to do with nature. So when you pray to God, draw me closer, or God, come closer, we do not pray (if we're
good theologyen) for God to descend from some remote distance. We know the God is here now. Jesus said: Behold, I am with you (Matthew 28:20). The Lord is here. Jacob said: God in that place and I did not know him (see Genesis 28:16). He did not say, God came to that place; and he said, God in that place. What do we pray for,
then? We pray for a manifestation of God's presence. Not the presence, but the manifestations of the presence. Why don't we have the manifestation? Because we allow incomparable permits. We allow moral extinction. That sense of absence is the result of the quake of the rest of us. And this desire is for us to come near to God in fact,
a second year to be like him. It's the setting in the heart to gather to be like God so there can be perfect communion, so that the heart and God can come together to a thank god who is wine. (Tozer, Attributes of God Volume 1, 123) Do you have tears alone? Do you have the water for that distance between you and God that you know is
not there and yet feels there? You do not diminish in any way the things God has already done in your life. We are grateful and grateful for every blessing, for justification, for God's good grace over our lives. But you can't escape that remote sense, and many a day is a heavy one because God looks away from you. You know It's not but
you feel it is. He can't show his face. You have allowed self-indulgence, pepper buckles, an avenged spirit, lukeen, proudly and world to put a cloud over the face of God. I think repentance is called for repentance. We need to repent for relief; holiness in the presence of the holy one; in the presence of Disinfectant Christ; in the presence of
the quality of Christ; tene in the presence of Christ; tykewaration in attendance Christ is zealined, burning like a flame of fire; in the world and terence in the presence of heavenly Christ. I think we must repent. (Tozer, Attributes of God Volume 1, 131) What a powerful message, to condemn this message from a man of God! I hope these
summons can help true believers make feelings of any feelings of distance from God they have or remote in the Christian life. True believers can feel this way – it's absolutely true. Just read the sums. For more of the same, encourage teaching from Tozer about the God of I highly recommend this book.©2018 E.T. Quality of God Volume
2: Deeper in the Heart of the Father, Speaking to Self-Existence, Transcendence, Eternity, Omnipottan, Imnipotability, Omniscience, Wisdom, Souvenirs, Fentness, and Love. A.W. Tozer writes the urgency of his introduction to this second volume of gods attributes. Nothing less than this will save us. Originally preaching as sermons at the
Congregation Avenue Road in Toronto, this study of ten kinds of God restores our knowledge of which God is. A study guide is added for an in-depth look at each attribute. Title Attributes God: Volume 2 Author(s) A W Tozer ISBN 978160667916916916 Paper 352 Publisher Moody Series Attributes in God No Reviews were added for this
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Hörspiele für Erwachsene und Kinder myth Lach-Guaranteee.Hörprobe: Die Känguru-ChronikenAutor: Marc-Uwel Kwelling = I. Type God == A. Introduction = 1. Need to know God! = A. Tozer has written a book of god-type entitled &lt;u&gt;a,&lt;/u&gt;Knowledge of the Holy Ghost. The first line of chapters in the first chapter, what comes
to our minds when thinking about God is the most important thing about us. That is an amazing statement. I remember when I first read this book, as a college brother, how deeply moved I was by him and how much I benefited Read. I've never been the same since; this book had such an impact on my life. I've ever believed, even more
strongly in the years, that this A. W. Tozer says here is true. What comes to our minds, that is, our mind, our heart, soul, when you think about God is the most important thing about you because it shapes everything else. God has made us to be instinctively, naturally becoming as whatever it is most highly. Whatever it is that we value,
darling, prizes, love, worship, we gradually, instinctively move in that direction. Of course, if it is an idol and an idolat, so we are as images. we take on these characteristics and types. How important it is for Christians to know God as he is, and to know him to find him, and him alone, as grace in their highest esteem and thus becomes like
him. Truly, one of the greatest and most important truths I've ever learned in my life, I learned from A. W. Tozer, that we become like what we love. Have love for the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength and then become like him increasingly. The greatest need in the Church, I believe, in every generation and
certainly in our generation now is the need to know God as it is. May God help us accept His revelation, discuss God's prevalent misconception of our culture, accept God for whom He told us he is and loves him as he is.= 2. Classification of attributes. =As we take a look at this study of God, we'll use a particular classification of attributes
that are somewhat cumbersome, perhaps, to some, but I find it very useful: attributes that interact and communicate. These are old-fashioned themes. Non-communicating attributes are god-lonely types. They are not true of any ending part of the order he creates. In that since, they haven't conveyed. They don't communicate. That doesn't
mean it doesn't tell us about them, but they haven't carried on in any part of the end creation. As opposed to those attributes is conveyed. These are attributes that are shared at least to some measure ending with a portion of the order created. There are, of course, we will look at attributes like God&amp;#39;goodness and holiness. Of
course we are called to be good, called to be holy as He is holy, and these are the kind of communicators, attributes to which we participate in some ending measures. Now there are other classifications of attributes that could be used as well. For example, a very useful one is a distinction between transcendent and immense attributes.
Transcendental means the way of God is other than us or separate from us; God's way is for himself, as he was, God over all and exalted and holy and separate. Immanan means that God is, with us, locked in hand, cared, comforted, given, a God who is for his people. listen 57:15, &amp;amp; quote; For, therefore, say the high and the
exalted one that lives forever, that having their names is Holy, &amp;#39; I live on a high and holy place.&amp;#39;&amp;gt; Do you see there are accents on the transcendence? He is beyond us, above us, high and holy. But listen to how the enser ends, &amp;&amp; #39; [I remain] also contrite and quietly their minds to review the spirit
of the devil and to review the contrite's heart.&amp;#39;&amp;quote; God Imamam, He is with us, He is for us, caring for us, caring for and compassion, suppliers and challenges for His people. One could use, I assume, this other category, transcendence and immenseness. There are other possibilries. For example, some have discussed
God's attributes &amp;#39;greatness and goodness or its relative attributes. Some used natural and moral categories. There are several ways that one can rank the following. I think, for analysis purposes of thinking through God's attributes, I find the distinction between incontinence and the most useful communicator. = 3. Need for the
methodological balance of God's Doctrine.= Regardless of how you categorize the attributes, there is a need for what I call 'Methodological Balance'' in God's doctrine. By that, I simply mean that there is a tendency to the history of God's doctrine to exalt one side of attributes and diminish the other. May &amp;#39;s take transcendence
and imminently here to think this. If God is exalted and separated and perfect, the Church can think of the things of God and think that makes him really inactive and not really with us, not really related to the world he created. I think the history of God's doctrine shows that there has been excess in that direction. For example, the doctrine
of humility, that we are speaking of at a time, most of the early Church and all the way through, as God #39;s absolute changes, without being affected by anything and not changing in any respect at all. It's hard to see that when you read the Bible. When God encounters sin, he seems to have a change of heart and he becomes very
angry and again when people repent, tell the Dunn in the book of Jonah, then that God shows compassion for men. Don&amp;#39;t these changes take place in God to shift relations? His qualities are not changed, nor changes in their hearts; they are relationshipal changes. It seems to me like we need to be careful not to speak of God in
ways that truly, on one side, exalt him, but on the other side to diminish or negate other truths declared in Scripture about Him. In our contemporary days, our mistake was made more in the other direction, to exalt the immenseness of God, His presence with us, his presence, almost him, almost him. We negate or diminish his
transcendence, his holiness. Think How Often You Are in The love of God these days in our cultures and how rarely we hear God&amp;#39;holiness, His righteousness, His righteousness, His wrath against sin. That's an imbalans. My plea to us is to think about God as He revealed himself, which is both transcendental and humanitarian,
nor uncomfortable attributes, things true in him, and the kind of communication, the true things in the order he created, and keep these in balance together. = B.Incommunicable attribute = These are the true attributes of God alone and are not true in the order created. = 1. Self-Existence (Teaching). == In this, we simply affirm that God
has, as he was, his own existence in himself. It is the very nature of God exists. It's the sense it exists. These are many different ways of saying the same thing, that God, by his own beings, is a beings that exist. He does not bring it into existence, nor can it fail to exist; it's very nature exists. That involves, I believe, in Genesis 1:1 where
we read, &amp; in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.&amp;gt; Obviously the beginning speaks from the beginning is not the beginning of God; it is the beginning of the created order. It prececeded the beginning. God is one of whom always is. I think other passages that speak of God, that is. For example, Yahweh's
term, I am a fact involving existing facts of God. In Exodus 3:14, for example, God gave to Moses, '&amp;amp; Quote; Yahweh&amp;amp;Quote; This involves, among other things, the sister-ness of God, that is, God always is. Other passages that we will look for herself the sufficiency she desired forever existence. = 2. Self-sufficiency. =
This refers to the fact that God possesses in him all that is necessary for being His God. To put it a different way, God in and of himself is enough for everything. For God must be God he does not need to go outside of himself to get something that he lacks because, in fact, God lacks nothing. He possesses each type of infinite
measurement in his own beings. When we think of it, it is just a remarkable thing to realize that all goodness resides in God, all the holiness resides in God, all love; any kind you may think of, beauty, strength, knowledge, resides in it. You think, &amp;&amp; quote; Well what about us? Are we #39 some wise, some goodness, some love
in our hearts? But where did this come from? All we have is drifted; that God has intrinsic. It's himself. We simply share in all that God is intrinsely #39;s when he grants us some totalitarian measure that is His infinite measure. Let me give you some passages that speak of enough of God's self-sufficiency. Isaiah 40:12ff would be a good
place to watch. In 12 optics God says with a irreotic question, meaning irreguably meaning the answer is so obvious to you need answers, &amp;&amp; Who do you know who has measured the waters of the hole in his hand or marked in heaven by heaven or to calculate the dust of the earth by the measure or squeeze the mountains in a
balance or the mountains in a pair of scale?kuot; Wow! Do you know of any major measuring waters, the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea in its bottles? Imagine someone who's big, that immense. Or who may be marked in heaven, the various consultations and bodies are celestial by heaven, which is the
distance between your thumb and your little finger. Do you know of any major persons who are able to do this? Who can calculate the dish in the ground by the measure; squeeze the mountains in the balance with the mountains in a pair of scales? Who do you know who could keep a pair of scales and weigh on them mount around the
world? Obviously, the point is that God is immense and powerful. Now look at crafts 13 and 14. The subject changes now in his wisdom and his knowledge, art &amp; knowledge; who leads the Spirit of the Lord or informed by His counselor? And who did he consult, who gave him understanding? Who taught him the way of righteousness
and taught him knowledge and informed him in the way of understanding?&amp;quote; Of course, the answer provides series of irretical questions, not one. No one instructed God. No one has informed him. Nobody advised him. Look to the immenseness and power and wisdom and knowledge of God and then illuminate 15, see the
nations. &amp;&amp; Behold, the nations,&amp;isolate; in comparison with the greatness of God, &amp;&amp; citation like a drop in a bucket, and is considered a pig of dirt on their balance; behold, He lifts up the islands like fine distances. Even Lebanon is not sufficient to burn, nor beast sufficient for a burned offering.&amp;gt; Notice,
by the way, ships 17 and 15 vests. It is the totalitarian humanity taken together; all we have and all we can shoulder together. &amp;&amp; All nations are nothing before him, they are regarded as less than nothing and with sense, &amp;quote; vested 17. Now, please be careful, it does not mean that the nations do not mean anything to
God, that He does not care about them. No, that is not the point. Read the rest of the chapter. He cares so much that his people recognize his greatness to help them, that he may come and strengthen them when they are weak, to help them go up with wings like eagles to flee and not fatigue. God cares so much that these people are
weak, who are you and me; but his point is, &amp;amp; compared to my greatness, compared to my knowledge, compared to my wisdom, compared to my vastness and the powers of nations and all that must be offered amounts of nothing.&amp;gt; God has everything and lack anything in his own beings. For another passage, go back
to Acts 17, speech on the Areopagus in Athens. He was preaching in the market, and asked if he would come and talk to them about this god they had never heard of. The irony of this was that the people of Attentives pride themselves in knowing about all of his known divinity. But the one God they did not know about was the true and
living God. Let's gather in 23 ensembles where Paul says these philosophers in The Areopagus: As I passed through and examined the objects of your worship, I also found a change with that registration, 'FOR AN UNKNOWN TO GOD.' Therefore, what you worship in ignorance, this I proclaim you. Here is Theology 101 for Paul,
Bedrock, absolutely essential to understanding a world-viewed Christian, understanding truth about who we are and who God is. Troy 24: God who made the world and all things in him, since he is Lord of heaven and earth, he dwelleth not in the temple made of hands; nor is it served by human hands, as if it needed anything, do you see
enough self-sufficient there? Since he himself gives life and breath and all things. God who made the world is this self-sufficient God. Do you see the connection between God as creator and self-sufficiency? Clearly, because God has created all, everything that exists out of his hand. Nothing exists can contribute something that it lacks. All
creations are drifted from God; nothing of the creation could not be added upon the fulness of God because it is of God and is settled upon heaven and earth. Therefore, there is nothing that we have given unto him we have ever taken from him; it's all he's already been. Anything that we might have is God. He's entitled to govern on it,
everything. He finished weight 25 when he said: He hath given all lives and breath and everything. See that all men are here and to everyone, all things. He possesses everything to donate to everything. It's alone it's enough self-sufficient. As A. W. Tozer says in The Knowledge of the Holy Ghost &lt;u&gt;a,&lt;/u&gt;Need is a creature
word incorrectly in the Creator. God has no intrinsic need but prefer to possess in itself every quality of infinite measurement. = 3. Infinitely. =This simply means that God has no limits, no limits, no restrictions on the qualities that are He or about being very and existent to It. God never runs out of power, for example. I grew up in a
Christian house and of course taught the growing Christian truth in this house. As a boy, I remember thinking, when I read in Genesis 1 and 2 that God rested on the seventh day, but he had to get tired of it terrible after he had done so. No. I learned later that wasn't the case. He did not rest the seventh day because he was out of strength.
He never ran out of force. He could continue to create other universities he chose do so. God is never limited to any respect in his own beings, attributes, or existence. Job 11:7-9 and Psalm 147:5 are the following true indicator.= 4. Omniprprence. = Two ways in which the church understood God as not limited is in regard to space and
time. Omniprprence refers to God not being limited by space. Unlike you and I, who occupy one space at one time, God handles all space all the time. It is everywhere present, therefore the omnipresent theme. Think, for example, in Psalm 139:7-10 where the Somalis excerpt everywhere it goes through all creations, behold, God is with
him. Listen to these words, &amp;&amp; where can I come from your Spirit? Or where can I run out of your presence? If I ascend into heaven, ye are there; if I make my bed in Sheol, behold, tho you. If I take the dawn wings, if I dwell in the remote part of the earth, even there shall be your hands brought to me, your right hand shall be
carried in my hand.&amp;quot; Other passages, Isaiah 6:1-2, Jeremiah 23:23-24, speak of god's omniprence. = 5. Eternity. = Just as God is not limited to his existence by space; Similarly, It is not limited to Its existence by time. So God is omni-temporal, we can say, as well as omnipresent. It exists at all times as well as all spaces. In both
cases, in regards to space and time, I think it is important to say that before God created the heavens and the Earth had no space or time. It brought both into existence. When He created heaven and earth, he created serpents in which He lived with us. He chose to stay with his people from the real he created. He enters our spaces and
time, but God in himself, apart from creation, not spaceless nor temporal. I think the theologians of history were correct to talk about God as occasionally in his own nature. Obviously, we cannot understand what this means because we can&amp;#39;t think of how existence can take place apart from time to time. It is just impossible for us
to imagine that; we believe that God created space and time and time again god predatory, as it was, both space and time. God in itself is timeless and space-less, but God in relation to creation is both everywhere present, omnipresental, and every time present, omni-temporal, and all of us. = 6. Humility. = This refers to the fact that God
cannot change to his attributes or very, that is, what God is like to God, or in his ethical commitment to an extension of His moral nature. For example, God &amp;#39;attributes of holiness, love, righteousness, goodness, attributes of eternity and his omniprence, the attributes of His knowledge, omnicience, and wisdom, omitted-salute,

these are always true in His hands and may not be other than they are. There is a sense where these have a kind of final truth. Second, His Humility also refers to the ethical commitment that God has Now these are not as ultimate as God&amp;#39;s nature, because the reality is that God did not have to make the promises, the ethical
commitments that He made to them. He didn't have to create a world. He didn't have to promise Abraham, Genesis 12, Hearts,&amp;Amp; Abraham all the nations of the world will be blessed.&amp;gt; He made this promise freely; he did not have to do it. But once God has made it, his promise is irrevocable; it humility, so there is a high
sense where God's promises are immutable. I call the first kind of humility, humility of his attributes and being very, his histhological immigrantity.Ontos (Greek) refers to that being known. Who is God is, which is immutable. I call on the second attribute of humility, humility of his promise or the oath he promised. I think it is also important to
affirm that God changes in some respect, that is, He changes in relation to His people. It changes from anger, we are summons;children of anger as the rest,&amp;&amp;quote; (Ephesians 2:3) to accept and peace as we put faith in Christ. God&amp;#39;relationship toward us is appropriate for the moral willingness of His direction and
that can change our change. I think we see that the witness is written in books in many ways where God meets people and changes in consideration for His willingness to be. Here are some key passages for humility; we will not take the time to watch them, but please read them on your own: Psalm 102:25-27, Malachi 3:6, and James
1:17. =C.Communicate attribute == I have organized the following under three categories of attributes: intellectual, moral, and leading attributes. Please understand that these categories are more like a screen door than a brick wall, that is, to let things go; are not air categories. Certain types of intellectuals obviously have implications for
morality and for leaders, and the same can be said for others. All of what these categories do is give sense to these attributes, not the exclusive sense of them. And yet these are kinds of communicates, that is, they are the true attributes of some finishing measure of us, his finished creature, as well. = 1. Intellectual types. =Here there are
two we will look at, omniscience and omnisapience. == A.Omniscience.= This is the attribute affirmed from God that He knows all that is known. This understanding throughout the history of the church means that God knows everything current and possible and knows everything happening, present and future. In real and possible
knowledge, God not only knows what the world is and it will be like, but he knows whatever that might be the case, what could have been if something were to happen differently. For example, you remember at the first conference when we talked about Matthew 11, where Jesus said Chorazin and &amp;&amp; Woe to you! If the miracles
occurred in you did in Sodom and Gomorrow would turn to God in dirt and ash.&amp;gt; Here is claims what could be the case. He knows what maybe could have been if this was different. A similar passage is in 1 Corinthians 2:7-8 where Paul talks about this, &amp;amp; underlying the wisdom of God had been anticipated before their
ages&amp;&amp;quotes; ... There is no one in chief ruling this age; for if they had not understood this they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.&amp;gt; Here we have another example where God knows what would be or what could have been opposed to what was actually. Some people refer to this category especially as middle
knowledge. A lot more can be said about this that we do #39;t have time for, but it is a very interesting category and category appropriate to God&amp;#39;knowledge. God knows everything that is possible, as well as the knowledge among them, and he also knows all things real. And the actual He knows throughout the whole of two
stories. He knows everything happens, everything present happens; and all things in the future, including actions of human beings are free. Of course, this is a point where there is a formidable discussion that takes place now with a movement called open teism. Open Teism denies that God may know what free creature will choose at any
point in the future, claiming that, since they haven't chosen it yet, nothing to be known. But the reality is, something will be chosen, and the theologians affirmed in scripture that God knows the will. For example, when Jesus tells Peter, &amp;&amp; Before the rooster curve you will deny me three times,&amp;&amp;quote; (John 13:38). I
just don't think this was a good guess in terms of what Peter was going to do. No, Jesus announced what Peter would do, &amp; Before the cock you will deny me three times.&amp;quot; Previously, in John 13, Jesus recently said to them: I have told you these things now before they come to pass that when they may know that I am
He.&amp;gt; the point, of course, is that this proves His divinity. My claim of divinity relying on my ability to announce ahead of time what the future will be,&amp;gt; so that when things happen you can declare He is God. Yes, the Bible teaches that God knows everything tedious and definitely in consideration in the future.==
b.Omnisapience.= This is God's wisdom, because all wise, not only all wise, but all wise. God's wisdom is the application of God &amp;#39;s infinite knowledge in a way that fulfilled Morally it ends perfect the best possible way. Our wisdom often suffers for lack of knowledge. We didn#39 know all we need to know in order to make right
decisions. us exit a road to drive somewhere, and, sure enough, there is a preserve of traffic. &amp;&amp; if I had just known that there would be this accident here I would go this way instead.&amp;quot; God&amp;#39;s wisdom never suffers for lack of knowledge. His knowledge is perfect, and his wisdom is built upon that perfect
knowledge, infinite knowledge. However, our wisdom fails because we are sins. We have morally compromised their willingness. We plan things and do these things to serve ourselves and not what's really right. All God&amp;#39;plans are based on His moral nature to plan morally ending and better ways to accomplish those who finish.
God #39 wisdom and wisdom and good sense, white blood and perfect. Some passages support the wisdom of God are: Psalm 104:24, Proverbs 3:19, 1 Corinthians 1:18-26 (which is one of my favorite passages because here you see the cross speaking as the Wisdom of God and the power of God together), Daniel 2:20, and Jeremiah
10:12. These are all the passages of wisdom from God. In some cases, God's power is bound to them as well. It is so important to realize that the true living God is both all-wise and all-powerful, an attribute we will come at a moment. If he were wise, but not all good we would have mercy on him because he would have better ideas, but
he could have been #39;t pull them off. If it were all powerful but not all wise, it would be a time to fear much before him, for he would not reign morally pure. But God is, indeed, all wise and powerful. = 2. Moral attributes. =Let me suggest to you that there are two kinds of moral ages that I would like to call God's goodness and holiness.
Now goodness and holiness are not contradictory to each other. In fact, as one growing up in the Christian life one realizes that godly life is happy life. The life of God is the good life. This is one of the things God wants us to see \&amp;mdash; goodness and holiness together. It is good to be holy. Holiness promotes goodness. These are
by any means contradictory, but it says that God's goodness has a special emphasis on its relationship both in the Trinity and towards others in having the show's goodness. Holiness manifests in an insistence on the moral principles being raised. Of course, again, you can see how these go together because the best thing you can do for
someone else is to insist that moral standards must be raised. It is right for them to be holy. In God, these things are combined, and must be combined into us. == a.Goodness.== What are the attributes of goodness? First of all, goodness itself could be defined as God's intrinseic disposition in which it shows kindness to others. Think, for
example, in Romans 2:4, that speaks of God's kindness that leads us to repentance. Think another passage, Psalm 119:68, who says, God is good and expresses good things for others. It is God's very intrinsic nature to be good. No one is doing it well; no man exert his hand; it's very nature so it's good. Under goodness, I have three
attributes: love, grace, and pity to those of good heart, who have mercy on his goodness. &lt;h5 class=libheading&gt; i. Love.&lt;/h5&gt; Love is God's unconditional commitment and selfless to seek the welfare of his creature. If you look at the Old Testament main word hebrew word used for the love of God is the word, he listens. This
word really means the love remains faithful to God or a firm love. He had the connotation of alliances. He has the notion of godly faithfulness attached to these individuals to bring about what is best for them. Think, for example, in Psalm 106:1, the love of the Lord is eternal. This is 'the Lord's works'. Lamentation 3:22, God's remaining
faithful love ('hesed'', never ceases. This is a wonderful idea that expresses the covenant commitment of God's love, his desire for his own welfare. &lt;p class=p_transcription6&gt;In the New Testament, the main word for God's love is to agape, which many of us are familiar with. Agape is a familiar spite of love rather than a because of
love. God doesn't love us because we are smart or beautiful or strong or rich. He loves us despite the fact that we have nothing about us than the commandments we give Him. Think about Romans 5:8, God demonstrates His love ('agap') toward us in that while we have sins Christ died for us. We deserve his condemnation, but behold
what he has given us instead: His Son dies for us. This is love, undefined love. 1 John 4:9-10, In this is love, not that we love God, but He loved us and sent His son to proportion to our sins. Clearly this is a love love even if we reject God, even if we were turned away from His Word. Despite the fact that we are before Him, God showed
His love for us. Let me say something more here about God's love. There is a special kind of love that God has for His own head clearly stated in the scriptures. There is a very good book about this by Don Carson entitled, &lt;u&gt;Doctrine&lt;/u&gt;hard in the Love of God, where he actually distinguished five different senses of God's
love. Listen to this about God's love for himself in Isaiah 43. And he saith unto his people, in weight 2, When ye go through the waters, I will be with you; and in the rivers they shall not overflow thee. When you go through the fire, they will have no fear, and you will not be burned with fire. For I am the Lord your God, the Holy One of Israel,
our Savior; I gave to the Egyptians as roots, Cush and Sheba in your place. Precious Jeopardy My eyes, since you are honored and I love you. It is very clear in this passage that God has a special love for His own people who lead Him even to sacrifice others for the good of those He loves. It's very similar to Romans 9:13, Jacob I love,
Eshihor I hate. Yes, while there is a general sense of love of God for all the world, John 3:16, there is a very specific sense of love saving God, redeeming love, toward his own people. Romans 9:13 should be an example of that. &lt;h5 class=libheading&gt;ii. Grace.&lt;/h5&gt; Thanks to mercy seems to be much of what they communicate
but there is a nuance of differences relevant to notice. God's grace is God's flooding grace, which gives people utterly desperately this grace or that good pleasure. It is important to realize that grace is the expression of God's grace to those who do not deserve it, whoever deserves it; they haven't earned it. It is therefore often in written
grace in the Scriptures and gifts linked together in the same passage. By thy grace you were saved in faith; and not for yourselves it is the gift of God; not as a result of works, that no one should boast, (Ephesians 2:8-9). And we saw that the grace of God was given to those who had no mercy, and did not give ear to the things which god
has given them. And for any of us to think that God's saving grace is given because we deserve it or we worked to absolutely understand the nature of God's grace being shown in God's grace. It's given to those who don't deserve this. Key passages are Ephesians 2:8-9, Romans 3:24, Romans 5:15 and Romans 11:6. &lt;h5
class=libheading&gt;iii. Mercy.&lt;/h5&gt; Mercy is compassion or mercy expressed for those in perilous needs, destruction, and torment. Mercy shows those who are in a desperate situation. They have broken their lives and have no hope; without any means to bring restoration to themselves. Of course, sin is the reason, in consideration
of God's grace, that we do not deserve God's grace and sin are the reasons, in consideration of mercy, that we stand in this lasting, lost, hopeless person. Because of sin we cannot help ourselves, so God at his mercy comes and he will take us even when we died of our sins and sins, we read in Ephesians 2. God, for He was rich in
mercy, because of the great love He loved us, even when we died in our transgressions, (Ephesians 2:4-5) brought us that mercy saving. Of course, He saved us from our despair and impulse. Taking that in the heart of God's saving work toward us is a saving task that comes for those who are worthy, who do not deserve what God
brings, they cannot work for him or earn it, and is hopeless, destiny, desperate people. This is the mercy and grace of God to show those who are sinners by his kindness when he brings them to death in Christ. == b.Holiness.=To say that God is holy is to say that it is eternally separate and distinct from all impurity. The theme of holiness
of Hebrew, qadowsh, has separation notation, of iniquity, from one-of-a-kind ness as known. It is useful to realize that this is the basic meaning of holy words, because sometimes we come across the word of God in context in the Bible which is a little hard to understand. For example, in Exodus 31:15, the Sabbath is described as holy.
You think, how does one day of the week be holy? Saturday or Sunday? It's just a day like another day; the sun rises; lay down the sun; it's a day. It's holy because he is one-of-a-kind, it's different. she set apart. Six days in the week you work but the seventh day you remain. It's a one-of-a-kind day; therefore, he is holy. Of the Leviticus 11
people tell them they can't wear certain types of clothes or eat certain kinds of food because they sincerely. It has nothing to do with these foods or those clothes that are immoral. It is simply that God is establishing these people as a different person; separate, distinct from everyone else. Holiness has the notation of separation and distinct
but is also having the notation, especially in relation to the nature of God, in that it is separated and distinct from all impurity. Clearly, this is the case in Isaiah 6 where God manifests himself, revealing himself, in Isaiah in this great vision. Isaiah saw the Lord on a high throat, lifted up and lifted up, and the train in his garment filled the
temple. Seraphim cried out with a loud voice: Holy, Holy Spirit, The Holy Spirit, The Lord of hosts, the whole earth is full of his glory. And isaiah, hearing that Isaiah was falling down his face, said, Woe is mine, for I am lost. For I am a man of clean mouth, and am living among a people who are unwise. for I saw the king, the Lord of Hosts.
The very clear point that God's holiness is not merely his separation, but his separation from impurity, from filth. Isaiah felt how completely worthy he was before God. Then, of course, in this passage God showed him mercy so when he came to him, touching his mouth with a charcoal, forgive his sin and restoring him. We clearly see here
the holiness of God as His moral purity. In other words, God conforms to words, thoughts, and moral law actions that make His nature pretty high. When God acts, He acts in a righteous way. what does that mean? His actions in accordance with moral nature. It doesn't violate it. It's always good. His word is true; he conforms to his moral
nature. His thoughts are correct; they conform to his moral nature. Justice refers to God's quality of action, as it was, always expressing what is true in its moral nature. &lt;h5 class=libheading&gt;ii. Justice.&lt;/h5&gt; Righteousness, other attributes of godliness, refer to the fact that God establishes moral principles for his moral creatures
in accordance with his intrinsic righteousness and judging his moral creature by compliance with these righteous principles. You truly see here two aspects of God's justice. On one hand he establishes his moral beast principles. In other ways, He is righteousness. He is the one who says which commandments are that they must follow.
God establishes principles for His moral beasts and moral principles in accordance with His own moral nature. They don't announce hoc. It doesn't render them up; It doesn't flip a coin; these are principles that actually flow from its own moral nature as God. When he says: Be ye holy to me for me (Leviticus 11:44-45), He will tell you that
you are a sure way because of him. It establishes these principles. Sometimes this is called the justice of God's legislature, establishing the principle of the law for us. On the other hand, God also holds people accountable. He judges his moral beasts by their compliance with these moral principles. This is sometimes referred to as the
distributed justice of God. It's distributed either reward or punishment. If people keep His commandments, He blesses them. If they break His commandments, He punishes them. We see what is clearly taught through the scriptures. Let me give you a few passages here. First of all, for the justice of God, see Ezra 9:15, Psalm 119:137-138,
and Revelation 16:5-7. For the legislature of God's legislature, God as a law, see Psalm 119, Psalm 19:7-11, and Romans 7:12. For God's distributive righteousness, God holds those accountable either by rewarding or punishing them, see Romans 2:5-11, 2 Corinthians 5:10, and Galgatians 6:7-10. = 3. The type of God's Rule =
a.Omnipotence.== First of all God's omnipotence, which is very simply is God's ability to do anything consistent with his nature as God. Now clearly, omnipotence does not mean that God can make a rock bigger than it can arise. No, he can't do that. But it does not underscore his omnipotence; it simply means that God cannot raise a
stone. To say that God is omnipotent means that God can't be less than that. This is not a contradiction as some have tried to do it to be. There are so many things that God cannot do. I don't know if you understand this, but, for instance, God, because of who he is, eternal and self-exists, to die. God, because He is a moral and humility
being, cannot lie. It's the things that we can do. So cancellation for us, we can do things God can't do. We can lie, we can die, we can cheat, and so on. But God can't do these things. As Augustine says &lt;u&gt;&lt;/u&gt; this in God's city 5 chapter 10: The power of God does not diminish when he says he cannot die or he cannot sin,
because if he could do such things his power would not be less. I think that's exactly right. God's Omnipotence simply means that God cannot fail to be no less than who he is, possessing every kind of infinite measure. So God can do everything consistent with his nature as God. Theologians across the history of the church affirm, and
certainly I would too, that it is very important to understand that God cannot make the logic impossible. He can't do a square round. When you think about it, laws that don't contradiction really flow from the very nature of God. God, the true God, is not iyang, He is not light, not light and darkness, good and evil. It's not good wrong. It is light
not dark. And of course, that implies the law in non-contradictions. It is not that. The very notation of God to contradiction should violate his nature, where God is this, but not, He is good, but not evil. We can trust his promises, for example. If God could make contradictional logic, He could promise blessings but judge us instead. He could
promise saliva but send us to hell instead. If we said, This is not what we promise! He said: 'Good, I can be conflicting logical, right? There's no hope, no insurance if, in fact, the non-contradiction law isn't true. Of course, the reason it is true is because it is an expression of the very nature of God himself. == b.Souvereignty.=Let me give
you a definition and then some lookup that we will look in a short time. God's undersecretary affirms that God plans and carries out his perfect will totally as He knows best, on all that is in heaven and earth and does so without failure or defeat. This is a mighty doctrine. This is taught all in the Bible. Let me just give you a few passages.
Daniel 4 is one of my favorite passages that affirm the sovereignty of God, because he is spoken by a king of pagan who came to realize that the true God is. Nebukadneza was very blessed. Babylon was blessed by God, and became a great city and mighty nation. Nebukadneza became very proud. She looked at Babylon, the great, and
thought that she had done it, and she was controlling it. So God put Nebucadnesa past, literally. And for seven years he was iced with the beasts. this is in craft 28-33. And then his reason returned to him. You read in 15th day, nebundrezzar rose from his eyes and blessed the Most High God,Those who live forever; and said,
&amp;&amp; for his dominance,&amp;&amp;cquot; which is God's dominance, the true God,&amp;amp; it is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom endures from generation to generation. All the inhabitants of the earth are numbered with nothing, but he doth according to his will in the army of heaven and among those in the earth; and
no man can leave his hand or say unto him, &amp;#39.What do ye do?&amp;#39;&amp;quote; What a strong statement from the king of this basket, who came to realize what the true God is. Looking at 35 vests, &amp;&amp; all the inhabitants of the earth are counted as nothing.&amp;quote; That is very similar to Isaiah 40. Nothing in
that sense? Nothing in any capacity to discard or undo God's purposes. They may #39;t stand against him. But see the contrast, &amp;amp; quote;but it is done according to His will,&amp;gt; and thus the nations cannot stand successfully against God. And he has done according to his will, and how vast is his goup? &amp;&amp; He
doeth his will in the armies of heaven and among the inhabitants of the earth,&amp;quote; this includes everything. Everything under God's dominance and &amp;amp; cite;no man can ward his hand,&amp;&amp;a summons; that is, no man can haul God in fulfilling His will or say unto him: &amp;amp; What do you do? Nobody can either
thwart Him or charge him with evil. This is the sovereignty of God. Another summary passage so clearly is Ephesians 1:11, where we are told of the inheritance that came to us because we have a summons;priesthood based on the purpose of working all things after His volunteer counsel.&amp;gt; Paul affirmed here that God works all
things according to His willing counsel. He has a counsel about His will that He exercises and exercises all things. It is what guarantees Christians that their predecessor receives the voluntary inheritance, in fact, happens. It will be true, because God is sovereign over all. For other passages, see Deuteronomy 32:39-43, 1 Samuel 2:6-10,
Romans 9:6-29, and Isaiah 45:5-7. Now I want to just leave with a couple of issues that arise from this. Obviously, this doctrine of God's sovereignty is very complex and has implications in having and how we live as animals and as God&amp;#39;people. How can God be sovereign over all and we always be free? How can God nerve
over all and have evil in this world? These are very difficult questions. In a very short answer, let me just say that I think it's clear from Scripture that we need to keep both together. God esteemed and, yea, freedom was given unto us; they give us the ability to do what we most want to do. These things are compatible; they work together.
For example, in Acts 2:23 we read, &amp;amp; Christ was placed on the cross of the wicked,&amp;citation; but the earliest part of this craft says R&amp;CITES; He's the same; put into predeterminary plan and recognize God.&amp;gt; Both work together to accomplish this. They did what they wanted to do, God fulfilled His will and met
together. What about what's wrong? Although God rules on all that happens, including all that is wrong, we understand that His purpose in Him is always for the good that happens. We moral creatures bear responsibility for the evil that happens. Granted, this is complex and mysterious, but again, I think we need to affirm both is true. God
suffers and we are responsible for the evil we do. We must not minimize nor negate nor these truths. truths.
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